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Every player wants to become a better scorer, no matter if they are a  six year old that is picking up a basketball for the first 
time or, Kobe Bryant. No player is happy with the status of their scoring - each player wants more, and to win, you must be able 
to put the ball in the basket! To remedy this we have unveiled  the secrets and skills of professional basketball players. These 
skills and secrets have allowed NBA greats to climb the scoring charts and establish a legacy. 
These professional players have knowledge of skills that most do not have access to. Beast Basketball Training (BBT), we have compiled 
these “secrets” through film study and teaching thousands of lessons to compile and package these secrets into an absorbable camp and 
clinic format. 
These scoring concepts are used by professional players night after night but are not taught at the youth and high school levels. 
Therefore we gathered secrets that are guaranteed to improve each player’s scoring abilities and take them to the next level. 
We also pride ourselves in serving as mentors for every athlete that we encounter. Most players are looking to improve their game to 
make it
 to the next level. We pack life lessons into our skills training to ensure quality life principles are instilled and leave a lasting impact 
long term. 
We Offer the Following Camps/Clinics:

1. Shooting Camps **(Most Popular)
2. Scoring Camps
3. College Recruiting Evaluation/Exposure Camps
4. Ultimate Player Camps
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       The Art Of Shooting: Beast Basketball Shooting Camp

With techniques and drills that are straightforward and logical, the Beast Basketball Shooting 
System combines mental with the physical, thus producing accurate, high percentage shooters. 

The System will  give your team or program immediate access to the secrets and techniques used 
consistently by the world’s top shooters. We can dramatically improve your player’s accuracy and range in a 
matter of hours, raising their potential to a new level. The success of the System is based on a uniquely 
detailed understanding of the shooter’s physiology and the mechanics of the entire shot. Before the catch to 
after the release. We have instructed thousands of athletes and We personally guarantee that if you adopt the 
Beast Basketball Shooting System, your shooting percentages will be raised dramatically.

The BBT Shooting System will help each individual, within your program, take their game to a new 
shooting level, WE GUARANTEE THIS!
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               The  Beast Basketball Shooting System will cover the following 
shooting mechanics 

● The Release and Follow-through
● Shooting Alignment 
● Balance and Speed 
● Relaxing the Shoulders (“The Sway”) 
● Proper Use of the Off Hand 
● Developing Quicker Shot 
● Visualization Creating Your Own Shot 
● Upper and Lower Body Balance 
● Focusing and Mental Imaging Correcting Your Misses 

The best shooters in the world DO NOT use the techniques that are currently taught by most coaches in the United States. These outdated techniques 
include: squaring the feet, knees fully bent, and getting shoulder width. The top NBA, WNBA and Collegiate players DO NOT employ these concepts. 
Instead, most of them have discovered elements of the BBT system on their own – which is why they have succeeded and continue to succeed at 
shooting the basketball. 

You can practice shooting eight hours a day, but if your technique is wrong, then all you become is very good at shooting the wrong way.” 

                                                                           Michael Jordan Six-Time World Champion 
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Beast Basketball Shooting System Founders: Coach DaeShawn Beasley-Assistant Coach 
2019-2020 Pine Manor College

     - Captain of the Wright State-Lake University Basketball Team for 3 years and achieved
top 5 in school history all time points, assists, rebounds and steals
- College 2 Time All Conference Player
- Played professional basketball in France, Spain and Italy
- Played professional basketball for Florida Flight
- Varsity Basketball Coach at Legacy Charter High School
- Coached and Trained multiple AAU Basketball Teams - grades 7-12
- Health, wellness and strength conditioning coach with emphasis on basketball for all ages
- Languages spoken: English, Spanish and French
- Founder, Owner and Operator of B.E.A.S.T Productionz (Bringing Empowerment and         
Skills Together), an organization that aides athletes in the process of obtaining a college
scholarship or professional contract
-Creates Online Courses Teaches Skills online and on APP
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             SCORING CAMP 

There are thousands of moves out there, but the best scorers only use what is necessary to score. Simple is 
Effective!  WHAT WE WILL BE TEACHING: MOVES THAT WILL BE TAUGHT: 

1. Reading the Defender 
2. Triple Threat Jab MOVES
3.  Attacking the Defender Using Angles &Footwork
4.  Finishing Moves to Finish against shot blockers
5.  Moving Without the Ball/Getting Open 
6. “KILLER MENTALITY”
7. SHOOTING SYSTEM!

Our scoring camps tend to be Detail Dense. We strongly advise booking a Scoring camp for a 
minimum of 2 hours. With gap time at the end for scrimmages and 1v1 depending on state 
Covid Restrictions.
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College Recruiting Evaluation/Exposure Camps
Less than 1% of players receive an opportunity to play at the D1 level. THis requires you to stand out from the 
competition, not only on the court with your gameplay, however off the court as well. 
The goal of these camps are to bring some awareness to players college readiness. We will come in and put 
players through drills and concepts that are taught at the college level by a college basketball coach. As a 
former recruiter, college basketball coach, and former player we know what coaches are looking for and what 
helps you stand out from the competition. 
These camps are structured a bit differently than most exposure camps.

1. Dynamic Warmup 
2. Layup and Passing Drills 
3. Ball Handling and Layup Drills 
4. Triple Threat Scoring Drills 
5. Dribble Hand off Drills 
6. Pick and roll Scoring Drills 
7. Live 3v3 action Drills 
8. Q&A after the event 

All players will receive a scorecard of their skill level assessment and college readiness. These camps are only 2 
hours in length and are jam packed with instruction about in game reads more so than skills and drills. 
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THE ULTIMATE PLAYER CAMP 
The Ultimate Player Camp (UPC) will be the best instruction and experience each player will ever receive on the hardwood. The UPC is based on 
developing a player’s mental and physical basketball skills. 
We will give each player first-rate instruction through quality coaches. Our advanced drills are designed through competition and fully understanding 
the body’s movement. 
This unique camp will also have each player take notes on aspects from goal setting, confidence and how to properly train on and off the court. We 
will be on the court 70% of the time and in the classroom 30%. At the conclusion of the camp, every player will have a notebook (which they will 
keep) full of notes and handouts to better his or her overall game. 
This is not a camp that is built around prizes, shooting games and camp “fluff”. Instead, it is for the player looking to take his or her skills to the 
next level. Because this camp is so extensive, we ask for a minimum of a 12 hour camp when booking. 

             DEVELOPING SKILLS: DEVELOPING MIND: 
Finishing Properly                                        

1. Goal Setting 
2. 1 on 1 Moves 
3. Thinking Outside the Box
4. Advanced Ballhandling 
5. Overcoming Obstacles 
6. Advanced Shooting Confidence
7. Creating Shots
8. Competitive Greatness 
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These Camps/Clinics are usually for Individual teams and programs that want to keep their costs down. Beast Basketball camps 
and clinics are very inexpensive because we have cut out monies for the host program. By doing so, we have cut camp costs for your 
players by nearly half. We will need 30 players to cover our costs unless you have made prior arrangements. Please let Beast 
Basketball know if you will have a difficult time getting 30 players to attend. 
CAMPER AVERAGE COST: The below prices are flexible and can be brought up or down depending on economics in the region of the 
camp. We want to have our camps be accessible to all players no matter what their economic status is. Beast basketball  believes 
that these rates are VERY Affordable comparable to most basketball camps. 

ONE DAY CAMP/CLINIC Options            TWO DAY CAMP/CLINIC
2 Hours $50                                               4 Hours $70
3 Hours $60                                               6 Hours $80
4 Hours $70                                               8 Hours $90

Camps that are longer in duration (3-5 days) will be negotiated. 
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Beast Basketball Fundraising Camps/Clinics are for larger programs with multiple teams. This is for well connected coaches that are 
looking to raise funds for their programs. 
Beast Basketball  fundraising policies are based around 30 paid players. Please contact Beast Basketball office to understand the 
breakdown in fundraising . There is not a basketball camp/clinic in the United States that offers a split pricing model
We offer a 65%/35% split with the host program. Most camps no compensation. This can be a great Fundraiser for your program and 
investment into their skillset

CAMPER AVERAGE COST: 
The below prices ARE FLEXIBLE and can increase or decrease depending on economics in the region of the camp. We want our camps be 
affordable to ALL players no matter what their economic status is. Beast Basketball believes that these rates are very comparable to 
most basketball camps on the market today.
ONE DAY CAMP (30 player Minimum)          TWO DAY CAMP                       THREE DAY CAMP
2 HOURs $60                                                       4 HOURS $70                                9 HOURS $85
4 HOURs $85                                                       8 HOURS $110                              18 HOURS $135

Camps that are longer in duration (3-5 days) will be negotiated.

Beast Basketball  FUNDRAISING CAMPS AND CLINICS 
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   Special Thank You To Our   
B.E.A.S.T Sponsors!
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Beast Basketball offers the most comprehensive basketball camps. We believe we are  an easy choice when comparing our expertise to other 
“traveling” camps and clinics. 
Beast Basketball camps and clinics differ in our competition in several ways:
1) We travel to your gym/OutDoor Court. You don’t come to us.

● Most programs are in areas in the United States that have limited access to basketball trainers. This hurdle is alleviated
by allowing us to come to your facility. 

2) WE TEACH THE GAME and break it down detail by detail. 
● Our camps are filled with video demonstrations. This helps athlete see how skills are used in game scenarios

3) We offer a SHOOTING SYSTEM and not JUST drills that many shooting camps or clinics offer. 
4) We not only teach players how to shoot, but how to get their shot off in multiple situations!
5) We teach players how to play without the basketball which is often overlooked by most trainers, as players believe they can only score with the 
ball in their hands. 
6) Our traveling staff is equipped with coaches with prior college playing and/or coaching experience. Your players will get a taste of college 
coaching. 

Interested in booking our camp? Send us an email to beastbasketballtraining@gmail.com with the following and we will discuss how we can help 
your program!!!

1. Name of school and/or program
2. City, state, zip of school/program
3. Phone number and best time to be reached
4. Skills where  your team or program needs the  most improvement
5. Any other Comments you would like us to know!

    Top Reasons to choose Beast Basketball Camps/Clinics 13
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What YOU  (Program Host) Will Provide: 
1) Secure gymnasium/court location, dates and the times. Please note that we need 1 basket for every 12

campers. If you wish to hold a camp with 80 campers you will need at least 7-8 baskets. 

2) Distribute flyers and market in immediate area. 
Beast Basketball Training  will make up a camp flyer with your 
location, times and specific information that include your logo for your school or organization to distribute. 
How you distribute this material 
is up to your discretion. 

3) Open and close gym on camp dates. 
4) Provide basketballs if needed. (Each player needs their own basketball)
5) Provide one tables (one for signing people in)
6) Help sign in campers on camp date. 

 Beast Basketball PROVISIONS 14



          What Beast Basketball Will Provide 

1) Liability insurance for $1,000,000 (if needed). Please let Beast Basketball know who the 
insurance should be made out to. 

2) Create a Beast Basketball Flyer with dates, times, locations, costs, and specific grades. 
Upon completion of the flyer and or brochure, we will e-mail it to your coach or program rep 
to distribute. 
3) Email host coach promotional videos to email out to coaches, players and parents. 
4) A trained coaching staff that fully understands the theories and techniques. If we cannot fully 
staff a camp due to high travel expenses, we will staff from within the host’s coaching staff. 
5) Send out Emails to coaches within your state announcing the camp. 
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       HOW TO BOOK A CAMP

1) Read over Beast Basketball materials and speak with a Beast Basketball representative regarding available dates. 
2) Find a gym and dates/times that coincide with the available dates. 
3) Book the gym 
4) Get back with Beast Basketball and agree on the following 

● Date 
● Time 
● Location 
● Grades of Camp 
● Camp Cost for Camper (Beast Basketball Will handle Registration Through Launchtrack) 
● Mailing Address for Camp Applications ( Digital Applications Available Also)
● Contact Phone # for Flyer 

5) We will e-mail you a completed flyer. 
6) Download the flyer and make copies. 
7) Market the Camp. 
8) Be in contact with Beast Basketball representative bi weekly  
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     OTHER IMPORTANT INFO-17

BASKETS: We can put 10-12 players per basket. If you have 6 baskets, we can host a camp of 60-72 players. (Due to Covid 
Restrictions we would like 6-8 players per basket) 
AGES & GRADES OF PLAYERS: Most of our camps are based for players from 4th grade-12th. There are exceptions for talented 3rd 
graders. If the host camp has a wide range of players, it is best to separate these players into different camps. Usually are camps 
are: Grades 4-7 followed by 8-12 OR Grades 4-8 followed by 9-12. 
BASKETBALLS: All players must each have a basketball. 
BREAKS: If hosting two camps in one day OR hosting a six hour camp, it is essential to have a one hour break (usually Lunch) 
between both camps. 
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     KEYS FOR HAVING A SUCCESSFUL CAMP

Talk/Meet/Greet Directors from: 
• Salvation Army Centers & YMCA/YWCA 
• Boys and Girls Clubs 
• Local Churches 
• Local Basketball Organizations 
• Parks and Rec Leagues 

Talk/Meet/Greet Coaches from: 
• Youth Leagues 
• Junior High School and High Schools 
• Club Teams 

Can you post flyers in businesses (sporting goods stores, restaurants)? Do you have media connections you 
can use?
 Do you have access to get a flyer to be distributed to local elementary schools? 
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     WHAT WE NEED TO BELIEVE

1) Shooting is important for a team’s and a player’s success. 
2) Beast Basketball can and WILL change a player’s poor shooting habits. 
3) Your team and program need to become better shooters! How do you score the ball? By putting it 
in the basket! This is a skillset 
4) This is a great opportunity for your organzation to become more accurate and quicker shooters. 
5) The harder you and your program work, the more success and monies you will receive. 
6) We mentor through the game of basketball, athletes will become better players and better persons!!!! 
We Bring Empowerment and Skills Together...
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              CANCELLATION POLICIES
 Beast Basketball is a professional business and we will always act professionally on and off the court. 
We DO NOT expect the host program to cancel a clinic or camp unless there is an emergency with the gym (flooded etc) or unsafe weather. We would hope to reschedule these 
camps/clinics as quickly as possible. 
We DO NOT accept canceling because of low numbers. A coach canceling a camp/clinic less than one-month prior is NOT acceptable. When a coach/director cancels in this 
manner, he/she does not give Beast Basketball ample time to book a replacement camp/clinic leaving us unable to work on that date. 
Beast Basketball would never tell a coach that we will “force” you so you couldn’t work for 1-2 days (of course this would be unpaid as well) and we expect the 
same courtesy by each coach and director. When this occurs on a “road trip” not only are we unable to work, but we now are losing money because we have to 
pay for lodging. 
When a coach/director books a camp, Beast Basketball expects 30 plus in numbers (unless prearranged prior) and we expect that coach to promote the camp to 
the best of his or her ability. Once again, we are professionals and we expect all host coaches to act in the same manner. If the coach does not believe he/she can get 30 paid 
participants, then he/she should not book the camp. 
Please note, these numbers can come from outside groups, schools and teams etc. An example of this is if a high school boys program only believes they can get 20 of their 
players there, then that coach should open it up to the middle school or the girls program. 
If this is a fundraiser for your program, coaches and directors need to get ALL the players and parents involved and STRONGLY encourage all players to attend and bring 1-2 players 
from their school, family, church etc. We don’t understand how this can be a successful fundraiser if the coach leaves it up to the player to attend. Players WILL NOT attend an 
optional camp unless the coach says, “You need to come to this! This is quality.” Also, if a host coach cannot get their players to attend, how can he/she expect players 
outside their teams to attend as well. 
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  PROMOTE, PROMOTE, PROMOTE….It is often up to the coach/program director to fully promote this camp. We have noticed the 
coaches/ directors with tremendous enthusiasm regarding this camp get high numbers. Coaches/program directors that don’t promote and fail to get the 
word out, usually have low numbers. 

Here are some ideas to get high camper numbers. 
1) Sell Beast Basketball to your teams. If your players don’t come to the camp, why would you expect outside players to attend? Explain to your players what Beast Basketball 
is and what we can do for each player. WE WILL CHANGE A PLAYER’S LIFE. Beast Basketball will make each player a more accurate, quicker and more comfortable shooter. 
Explain that we have worked with hundreds of professional and college players. That we are respected and this is what we do for a living.We have hundreds of YouTube Videos 
and Instagram Videos instructing players and teaching skills. Make sure to speak with the parents and sell the camp to the parents as well (they are the ones that make out 
the checks). Make sure you get you best players to attend. Usually if the best players attend, everyone else will follow. You may want to show some YouTube Videos and/or 
Instagram Videos to parents and players as well. 
2) Get the word out through your players especially through social media!!!!. Explain that you are using this camp as a fundraiser (If this applies) 

and you need EVERYONE’S help. Give each player in your program 20 flyers. Have each player/parent bring two friends, relatives, neighbors to the camp. Now you have tripled 
the camps total. 

3) Contact your local AAU programs, recreation programs, boys and girls clubs, YMCA’s, churches and schools. Get the word out. Make up flyers and hand them out in mass. 
Talk with the coaches and directors that know the most players. 
4) Find tournaments, leagues and basketball events and handout flyers. Use your players to 

help you with this. Talk with coaches at these sites. 
5) Post flyers in areas that people will see. Pizza and other restaurants, sporting good stores, 

churches, etc. Make this camp something special. 
6) Contact local newspaper. Can they run an article or can they post a quick blurb. IF PEOPLE 

UNDERSTOOD WHAT WE CAN GIVE EACH PLAYER, THERE WOULD BE A LINE OF CARS TO THE GYM SIMILAR TO THE END OF FIELD OF DREAMS. 
THE BEAST BASKETBALL PROGRAM DOES CHANGE LIVES! 

7) E Mail to all your basketball contacts. Explain the camp in detail and that we personally 
invite all players to attend. 
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            WHICH COACH ARE YOU?

We expect all coaches to look at dates that work and is best for overall numbers. We do not want to hear that an AAU program 
books a date and then calls days before claiming that they did not know the best AAU tournament on the East Coast is a mile 
away. This is hard for us to fully understand how a coach can be so “out of the loop” in regards to what is happening in their 
own backyard. 
Lastly, we expect all of your coaches in your program to encourage their players to attend the camp/clinic. If you have coaches 
who do not “back your program” and will not tell his/her players regarding the camps (including passing out flyers), we do not 
what to be associated with such a program. We also expect that no other activities will be scheduled during those camp dates. If 
half of your teams are in a tournament that weekend, we will fail in numbers. A coach must find the dates where all 
players/teams are available for the camp. 

REMEMBER  WHAT YOU PUT IN IS WHAT YOU GET OUT. 
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Contact Us:
Beastbasketballtraining.com

YouTube: @Coach_Beas
Instagram: @coach_beas

Download our App! Only $1 per month. 
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